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This guidebook includes 26 of the best High Sierra alpine climbs ranging in difficulty from 3rd class

to 5.11c. Most of these climbs are well-protected, 10-15 pitches long, and ascend some of the best

alpine granite anywhere. Whether you plan to scramble up the 3rd class East Ridge of Mt. Russell,

climb the 5.7 East Face of Mt. Whitney, or ascend the epic 18-pitch Sun Ribbon ArÃªte, our

guidebook will ensure you spend minimum time getting off-route and maximum time enjoying the

climb.
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This book is of typical SuperTopo quality; that is to say, quite good. You would be hard pressed to

find the level of approach/route/descent and historical detail presented here in any other single

source. One minor issue is some overlap with the SuperTopo Tuolumne Free Climbs book, but that

is excusable.

If you buy only one climbing guide for the Eastern Sierra, Supertopo's High Sierra Climbing is the

book. The climbs highlighted in this guide are each of the fine quality from Grade III to 5.11b (16 of

the 27 are in the 5.5 - 5.9 range) and the descriptions, to include approach, climb, decent, and

needed gear, are clearly described for each route. Even if you own other Sierra climbing

guidebooks, the detail described herein could warrant the purchase of this guide. For example, all

but 3 of the routes in this book may also be found in Climbing California's High Sierra, 2nd: The

Classic Climbs on Rock and Ice - but the quality and level of detail in Supertopo's guide is



hands-down far superior. As another reviewer pointed out, eight of the routes in this guide are also

present in Supertopo's Tuolumne guide, so there is some redundancy if you already have other

Supertopo guides. But still, this guide deserves a five star rating just for the quality of the route

descriptions. It is a great buy, even at full retail price.

This guide include GPS coordinates which for some routes in the Sierra's are almost essential if you

haven't been there.The descriptions are very well written and so far I have found them to be

accurate. Same for the topos.

This is another example of the professional work from Supertaco. The book includes lots of new

information and locations. I have climbed many of the routes in the book and find the info to be "spot

on". This is a must have book for climbing in California. Another great guide (from Supertaco) with

history, climbing beta, acurate topos, and a few tips to keep the epics under control.I recommend

this guide over all others for this area!!!

If you are traveling a long distance to do a couple of classic climbs in the High Sierra, this is the

resource you need. The book is very detailed about the climbs it contains. I especially appreciate

the photograph of the descent gully for Whitney to access the Mountaineers Route. This book will

certainly avert epics and help trip planning.
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